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Sometimes the scope of automotive recalls can make it seem that every vehicle equipped with a
particular part is suspect. But there might be no reason to panic if you're driving a car that
carries a part affected by another car's recall. The example of General Motors' recall of 1. The
Chevrolet Impala is one of the vehicles subject to GM's recall due to a risk of engine fires. Ford
issued a series of six recalls between and that cover more than 14 million cars and trucks
equipped with a potentially faulty cruise control switch that can short out and cause a fire. In
March , BMW announced a recall of 1. And in , a record year for recalls , Honda recalled 5. That
adds up to a lot of cars. But it pales in comparison to the number of vehicles that automakers
sell in the U. GM built and installed more than 25 million of the model V6 engines in its vehicles
between and The V6 was one of the company's most popular engines for many years and is
included on the WardsAuto's list of the best engines of the 20th century. Less than 6 percent
are listed in the recall. The vehicles covered by the GM engine recall were outfitted with the
Series II design, manufactured between and They were identified in two phases. A recall of ,
vehicles applied only to turbocharged Buick Regal and Pontiac Grand Prix models. The GM
recall expanded the list to include more than 1. For both GM recalls, the danger comes from
engine oil catching on fire after it has been spilled or leaked onto the hot surface of the exhaust
manifold. If the oil catches fire, the flames can spread to plastic parts including the spark plug
wiring channel and the upper intake manifolds and engine covers. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Here's the full list: Buick Regal '03 Chevrolet Impala '99 Chevrolet
Lumina Chevrolet Monte Carlo '99 Oldsmobile Intrigue Pontiac Grand Prix For both GM recalls,
the danger comes from engine oil catching on fire after it has been spilled or leaked onto the
hot surface of the exhaust manifold. April 28th, Featured Content. Photo Sponsored By. See if
you got a good price. Other research topics. Most popular vehicles. See more. Sign Up. It may
be called the Impala, but this dreadful front-wheel-drive family sedan has little in common with
the V8-powered rear-drive models of the past. Skip it in favor of the more refined offerings from
Ford, Chrysle, and Toyota. The Chevy Impala is back again, this time as a front-wheel-drive,
V6-powered spin-off of the Lumina chassis. Designed to compete in the full-size market, the
Impala is more aggressive-looking than its Lumina sister, with smoked headlight lenses, large
circular tail lamps, and a shape that creates a "frown" both front and rear. Stylists looked to
Impalas of the '60s for inspiration here, but its C-pillar badges mimic the surprisingly successful
and often-mourned Impala SS of the '90s. Available in base and LS trim levels, the Impala sedan
holds six good-sized adults and Inside, a clean, straightforward layout features large,
easy-to-find controls and gauges. The standard 3. Step up to LS trim and you get a 3. Weighing
just less than 3, pounds, Impala should move along with verve with either engine. A four-speed
automatic is the only available transmission. Structural enhancements make for a stiffer body,
which allowed the engineers to reduce noise, vibration and harshness. It also allowed a more
precisely tuned suspension to maximize both ride comfort and handling prowess. Standard inch
wheels and tires do much to help with both ride and grip, while Impala's standard
four-wheel-disc brakes are rated for heavy-duty service in a new Impala police package.
Antilock brakes, a tire inflation monitor and traction control are optional on base models and
standard on LS. Occupant safety will be a big selling point for the Impala. Head protection
standards for have been met three years in advance, a side airbag is available, and rear-seat
tethers will handle up to three child safety seats. Daytime running lights are standard. Plus, the
clock automatically adjusts when you drive across time zones, and Impala's remote keyless
entry fobs can be programmed with the preferences of two different drivers. Chevrolet has
promised improved reliability, thanks to a simplified electrical system and fewer parts used in
the assembly process. A coolant loss-protection system keeps the Impala moving even if all the
coolant has been lost - just make sure to stop before you've traveled 50 miles. And, if you do
get stranded, the available OnStar mobile communications system can help rescue you. While
not terribly exciting, middle-of-the-road buyers looking for a solid American sedan will likely be
quite happy with this big new Impala. The original Impala, which debuted in , was based on the
following premise: Build a good-looking car with more performance, amenities and value than
the consumer might expect, all at a Chevy price, and success will follow. And follow success
did, with the Impala becoming Chevrolet's best-selling car in its second year of production and
one of the most popular cars on the road in years to come. In fact, in Chevy sold more than one
million Impala units in a single year-setting a record that still stands. The crowds loved it
because it was a traditional muscle car. So, Chevy added a bigger engine, slapped some larger
wheels on it, and called it good for production in Unfortunately, this little gem fizzled out two
years later when General Motors got rid of it and the Caprice. It figures: they finally get the car
just right But that was almost four years ago, and today's Impala is nothing like it used to be.
First off, it's built on a front-wheel-drive platform instead of rear-wheel drive. Secondly, the
throbbing V8 of yesteryear is gone; instead, this Impala's most powerful motor is a 3. Finally,

it's based on and shares a chassis with the Lumina, which Chevy plans to replace with the
Impala during the model year. On the outside, the new Impala takes some styling cues from the
'60s models, such as the round taillights, and some from the '90s version, like the C-pillar
badges found on the SS. We like the styling of the new Impala for the most part, finding it
neither too garish nor too boring, though the round taillights remind one editor of beady
eyeballs and the rear bumper appears a bit thick. We took possession of a Torch Red Impala LS
during a hot week in August and set out to see how this new take on an old nameplate would
fare. The red paint on our test car helped hide the largess of the rear lights and reflector
applique, and the deletion of the decklid spoiler kept the Impala's overall shape clean. Our initial
driving impression of the Impala was that it succeeded as an around-town vehicle. Running
errands at moderate speeds proved that the sedan is capable of hauling families to and from the
store, school and work. Though the Series II V6 engine is not underpowered, it certainly isn't
going to light anybody's fire with stunning acceleration, either. Making horsepower at 5, rpm
and foot-pounds of torque at 4, rpm, the engine meets low-emission vehicle LEV standards. For
, Chevy improved this venerable V6 by tuning the throttle body, adding a limp-home mode,
increasing the exhaust capacity and putting in a new one-piece flywheel. Happily, there was no
whining, engine rumble or revving noises when pushing the Impala to its limits. No, the noises
instead came straight from the road, causing occupants to raise their voices in order to
continue conversations. The level of road noise that intruded upon the cabin was unacceptable
and annoying. The upgraded stereo in our test car just happened to be equipped with automatic
volume compensation, which means that the faster you go, the louder the stereo volume gets.
Hmmm, wonder why they installed that feature. We were smitten with the incredibly smooth
automatic transmission-the only kind you can get on the Impala-that shifts precisely when you
expect it to under hard acceleration and changes gears imperceptibly under normal cruising
situations. We noticed that the shifter had a tendency to stick at times, though, making it
difficult to change from "park" to "drive" quickly. We also found the Impala's seats to be
somewhat uncomfortable, feeling both spongy and unsupportive. Visibility, on the other hand,
was excellent. We had no problem maneuvering the car around town or on the expressway,
thanks in part to the small triangular C-pillar windows designed to enhance the rearward view.
Chevrolet seems to have the suspension sorted pretty well. The front end doesn't exhibit any
heaviness and there's little bob or bounce on bumpy roads. The ride, however, is a bit stiff and
jiggly on the rough stuff. Overall, Chevy maintained a nice balance between cush-mobile feel
and go-kart rumble. Steering is linear and reasonably direct, but somewhat devoid of road feel.
Brakes are a strong point for Impala, stopping quickly and without squeal, but the ABS engages
easily on rough pavement and the brake pedal doesn't offer enough feedback when depressed.
Inside the sedan, we were greeted with a nicely executed interior. The instrument panel and
dashboard controls were uncluttered, boasting intelligently placed, ergonomically sound
buttons and gauges. The cockpit offered a huge center console, tall and deep dash bin and
good-sized cupholders that are very American, and very appreciated. The vents worked
wonders on scorching days, offering two adjustments per outlet for positioning the air exactly
where you want it. Even though the secondary stalk worked a myriad of tasks, it was still easy
to use, and the rather large steering wheel came with both stereo and cruise controls mounted
right on it. We also appreciated the visor extenders, compass and outside temperature display,
and optional sunroof that came on our test vehicle. Disappointments were limited to the
low-rent feel of some interior materials, exposed screw heads in the recesses of the door
armrests, the silly-looking AIRBAG notice stamped into the dash in front of the passenger, ugly
faux wood strip on the four-color dash, and the overdone cutlines around controls and buttons.
In the back seat, we were happy to find a power point, flip-down armrest with cupholders, three
three-point seatbelts for the passengers, and three car-seat tether anchors. Our editor-in-chief
found that in this full-size sedan, his knees brushed against the back of the driver's seat-a
situation which interestingly does not occur in Chevy's own midsize Malibu. Chevy claims the
Impala has theatre seating in the back; we still felt like we were sitting on the floor. And the
backrest is angled so sharply that it causes slouching and makes it impossible for rear-seat
passengers to get comfy. We also noticed that the passenger-side seatbelt adjuster on our test
car wasn't working; the harder we pulled on the plastic release button, the more it felt like it was
about to break off in our hands. We stopped pulling and let the seatbelt cut across our necks
instead. After inspecting it later, we found that in order to get the seatbacks to latch securely,
you must push the cushion back into place with plenty of might. And the latch on the smaller,
side of the split seat was jammed. We appreciated Chevy's exceptionally large trunk with cargo
net, but wished the luggage lift-in was a bit lower. Competing in the full-size market, Chevy
plans to pit its new sedan against the likes of Ford's Crown Victoria, Toyota's Avalon and
Dodge's Intrepid, among others. And that's where the Impala gets into trouble. We like the Buick

LeSabre Limited better than the Chevrolet because of its quieter and more comfortable cabin.
We'd buy the Chevy Malibu over the Impala for its more comfortable back seat. We'd choose a
Chrysler Concorde LX over this car for its beautiful styling and superior interior room. We prefer
Dodge's Intrepid ES for its excellent passenger accommodations and sporting nature. Ford's
Crown Victoria beats out this vehicle with its kitschy styling, quieter cabin, V8 engine and
rear-wheel drive. The Ford Taurus has suave good looks and a more modern powertrain.
Honda's Accord is more sophisticated in feel and simpler in design. Nissan's Maxima is a true
driver's car that is available with a stick shift. Toyota's Avalon wins for its superior build quality
and better interior materials, as well as its smooth-revving twin-cam V6. The VW Passat has a
more comfortable interior, a fun-to-drive nature, and an available manual transmission. The only
competitors we would in fact forsake for the new Impala are the Pontiac Bonneville, with a
design that only a mother could love, and the Toyota Camry, because it's dull and more
uncomfortable than the Chevy. As Chevrolet's flagship sedan and with Impala's rich history, the
company hopes to sell the Impala Sedan and the Impala LS to those with a passion for the "pure
American driving experience. And they were right on target. Available styles include 4dr Sedan,
and LS 4dr Sedan. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Chevrolet Impala. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Impala lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. So-so styling, no V8, big front-drive cars rarely sell as well as big rear-drivers. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. GM has resurrected the Impala nameplate a staple in Chevy's lineup from to the early
'80s and then briefly from to '96 and put it on an all-new full-size sedan body that rides on the
Lumina front-drive platform. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Read less. We've owned
our Impala since it was 8 miles old. Now at , miles, she's been the most reliable vehicle we've
every owned. She's endured 5 car accidents and has kept me safe. We've proudly replaced the
radiator, water pump, cv joints and power steering pump. We'll drive her till the wheels fall off.
The Impala is a great car if you care enough to maintain it. I love our Impala. It's a sporty, yet
functional sedan, which is something we were looking for when we had children. Easy to care
for and drives great. Would recommend it to anyone looking for an affordable, dependable car.
Bulletproof Car with 3. I drive about 30k miles a year and really test cars. Normally i got a new
car every year. With a well maintained , on my odometer i am pleased to say other than a new
battery, oil, tires, and an air filter, the car has been problem free. My mechanic says the car
looks perfect mechanically and should go another k. I average See all reviews of the Used
Chevrolet Impala. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk
Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Impala. Sign Up. Got in the car one day turned
the key and got nothing. It was almost like the battery was dead but I had full power to all my
lights and radio. I got out of the car really pissed off and was pacing back and forth trying to
figure out what it could be. I left the car where it was and came back a day later. I figured what
the heck and put the key in the ignition and low and behold it started. So I got on my tablet and
Googled Chevy Impala not starting. It came back with a ignition switch failure. That made sense
so I ordered one and took the whole dashboard apart to put the damn thing in It really wasn't
that hard, just a pain in the ass. I started the car several times to see if everything worked. It
seemed fine so I drove home. The following day I went to the store. Came out and turned the
key to guess what? I sat in the parking lot and cried. I called my brother and told him the car
wasn't fixed. He happened to mention it to a friend of his that used to have a Impala. He said
that it was the Multi-Function switch. I didn't believe him but I ordered one anyway. Turns out he
was right. Intermittent problems: headlights go out, turn signals don't work, fuel gauge bounces
everywhere and car doesn't start. The longer you wait to replace it the more frequently it won't
start. This car has been nothing but problems. Multiple times where the car would stall or not
start. I started with changing the mass airflow sensor and cured the problem. Then two months
later same thing happened so I changed the coolant temperature sensor and wires which then

again cured the problem and the car was wonderful. Now its back at it. It starts up sometimes
but idles at rpm. Not even a rough idle but a smooth clean idle. But slowly lowers rpm and once
it hits it jumps and shuts down. So I changed the idle air cleaned the egr valve and changed the
crankshaft position sensor but still hasn't solved the problem. The fuel pump is brand new and
sometimes it clicks when I turn the key and sometimes don't There are no codes and after three
mechanics I cannot find out the problem I'm a college student that has enough trouble paying
school loans. I baby this car and keep it clean and up to date but I need a specialist that knows
series 2 motor like the back of their hand. Please any help I need my car. I thought I would join
the crowd of people that have the same problem as I! My scenario was Later I started loading
my car with things I needed for the day and later as I went to my car to head out and it stalled!
At first I thought because of the cold weather maybe I possibly may have gotten some water in
gas Went out to start it and it started right up! Went out the drive and it stalled again. Changed
MAF sensor started right up! Next day coming home from work and it stalled again 60mph very
dangerous! Called for new part and replaced it Update from Dec 30, : Since my last post we still
haven't found the problem but one temporary fix is that we found that if we would reset the
codes it would start everytime. So I bought a code reader and when it stalls while driving I reset
codes and starts right up! So were still searching for problem but it's been a good temporay fix
so I don't get stranded!!! My car won't turn on sometimes. It will start at the grocery store but I
get stranded at the vet office. The wife complains but she does come and picks me up. This
attitude my old chevy has been displaying recently is becoming a real pain in the butt! I have
switched keys and that worked for a time, but depending on how it is feeling it may or may not
start the next day or the next trip. Who knows. Only the car knows because the mechanics can't
figure it out I have a feeling it is not the ignition switch nor a starter. I have some like I said
some good days my car start up with out a problem but other times it takes a while for it to start
up. It could take like 5mins to hours before it starts. I tried so many things as opening the car
door it starts some times, closing the car door works some times, Lock n unlock with key alarm
helps sometimes, putting car in neutral every now n then, Holding the parking break might help
Ive tried like everything and its weird how it starts up different times doing different things. Why
is it doing this. I have a impala LS This car has caused me troubles since day 1. First, had to
replace the engine with 01 monte carlo ss engine. Here is the problem I changed my battery with
my dad because he needed it back, so I used a different one, battery was in another car of ours
" it works fine ".. Left the house did some things, came home for awhile and left again to go
about 30 minutes away.. The car seemed like it didnt wanna start at first but it did.. Kinda think
its something with the anti- theft bypass thing but my security light does NOT come on?? Runs
for 2 seconds and kills itsself This is weird, So with no security light we dont think thats the
problem Knocked on the starter a few times and nothing so its not the starter either My impala
has been having problems with running. It will start and then once you put your foot on the gas
the car just shuts off. I was driving to work and the car just shut off in the middle of the road. I
called AAA and they towed it to my house then the next day my husband changed the fuel
pump, and filter but the problem keeps happening I really don't know what the problem is with
this stupid car its driving me crazy. Thank you. I bought a impala from a local auction. While
driving the car it started skipping and would not take the gas, then finally cut off. I let it set for a
while then it started back up and did the same thing. I took it to a local mechanic and he change
my wires, spark plugs, and some sensors, It drove fine for about 2 weeks then stated shutting
off while driving, and finally wouldn't start at all. I had it check out again and found out the car is
not firing at all when trying to crank it. I read some other complaints and wanted to know if the
BCM what cause a car to not fire or would it be the computer on the car. Please someone help i
am a student without much money and don't want to put to much more in this if it is a piece of
junk. About every two weeks, and this has been happening since May09 when I bought this car
from a Used car lot, my car won't start. I replaced the battery, starter and alternator. NO ONE
has been able to diagnose the problem. They say "unless we have it when it's happening,
there's not a lot we can do but guestimate as to what the problem is". I move my gear shift from
P to D and back several times, turn the car on and off, several times, and usually within 10
minutes it will start. When it won't start, there is no clicking, no nothing. Everything works
within the car, so it's not a battery problem. I just wish someone could say.. I tried starting it in
neutral and still nothing. I wait about two hours, and the car starts fine. Well I have the same
pain in the butt, That others are having about the car not starting everytime. Also I have a
clicking noise when I let off of the bracks. Took it to the Chevrolet dealer Worked for a little
while but will still have problems with this in the future. The problem is I really love everything
about the car. Two weeks after I purchased my used Impala, it wouldn't start. Tow truck came
and jump started it fine. Guy said battery was original, suggested replacing it. I did, and a week
later, the car won't start again. Took it to a shop, they tested battery, alternator and said

'possibly' is the starter or ignition switch. They replaced the starter and within a few weeks, car
won't start again. The thing is, a jump will get it started every time. So, I've purchased a self
contained jump starter in case I'm stranded. It's going to the shop again tomorrow for a
diagnostic check and we'll see what they say. I've contacted the dealer I bought this from and
they said let them know what diagnostic check comes back with, but they made no promises to
reimburse me for anything. I've seen several comments about the security key, so maybe I'll go
get a key made at Lowes too. This is really annoying as it sounds like no one has truly figured
out what the real problem is. Maybe this model is a Lemon?? It's left quite a sour taste in my
mouth! This car stopped running, and was dogging out the day before I got paid, so I had it
"fixed" they replaced the "mass flow" sensor, although the code it read out was the osm sensor.
It is the sensor to the right hand side of the intake manifold, on the top. This was replaced three
times, and my car seems to run fine for any mechanic I take it to, I think my car is demonic but
will not run at all for me, for the first couple of times, it would run fine for my boyfriend and his
friends, and last time it broke down, some guy with a mullet got it started and it ran fine for
about 20 miles, then shat out again. My friend thinks it might be the fuel pump, I can't afford that
and I say maybe the air filter. Any help at all on what this might be, or if you had it happen too
would be great! I have been having this Security Light problem for some time now and I am
hesitant to let anyone fix it because no one knows what the problem is. Or at least I haven't
seen a valid solution yet. I would like to get rid of the Passlock or disable it. If someone knows
how please let me know. I am tired of waiting 10 minutes or more to get the car to start
whenever the security light feels like coming on. My car has about K miles on it now Im gonna
run the thing into the ground and the issue started at about K. Does that passlock bypass I read
about work? Is the method the same for a Implala? I don't want to jack up my car's electrical
system. I read on here about putting in the key, locking the car, then the car turned over I
pushed white lithium grease up into it. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most
Common Solutions: not sure 16 reports replace multi-function switch 1 reports replece
crankshaft position sensor 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this Impala problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
One week later a puddle formed under the car and it was antifreeze Anyways I had a flush done,
new thermostat and I thought that should be it I think I'm gonna change the coolant sensors
which turn the fans on and off I've been using Dex cool and have had no problems, I maintain
my car in every way I bought this car in brand new. In I handed over the car to my daughter.
Little problems until now This car is overheating telling us that it needs coolant but the levels
are fine. There is no leak and it sounds like it is having a bubble party under the hood! I don't
know where to take it to. Right now,after the last trip to the shop they said that the number4
plug was welded to the header,and they couldn't risk trying to take it out because it would
PROBABLY tear up the headers,and then it would mean a new engine!!! I could have had a new
car by now,but my finances aren't in the best of shape since I lost my husband 2 years ago! I
asked the guy at the shop if he had a 44 magnum I could use to put the car out of it's misery he
laughed of course! As long as I'm stupid enough to keep taking it there and giving them what
little money I have they could care less!! This is the latest; on July 14, I took my impala into the
dealership because it was leaking fluid. Ask the service dept. He then diagnosed the car as oil
sensor switch leakage. Later, I notice that he wrote the service order up as the customer said
the vehicle was leaking oil. Not true, I said fluid. The Leak got worse, so I replaced the oil
sensor, but the leak did not stop. Therfore, I park the car for several months. One day I raised
the hood, took me a small flashlight and traced the leak to two sever lines. The hard rubber flap
that is mounted to the car body to keep debris out of engine has rub the two lines until it cut
through the top side of both lines. This a design defect, should be recalled. I know other impala
owners must have had or will have similar concerns. My family and I have had numerous
problems with this car since it was purchase off the lot brand new in , now in these hard
economical times we're stuck with Impala. We have learned our lesson the hard way; never buy
the 1st year model of newly design or redesign vehicle, unless it's a foreign make or model.
Please help us stay with buying America GM; build better, safer cars! Update from Dec 1, :
Power steering line leaks from design flaw, safety hazard. Update from Dec 1, : complaint
should be listed under power steering not coolant system. My mother bought this car in '99
after our 1st Impala was totaled sandwiched. Got the car from her in 06 with , Well before it was
in my possession one of the windows decided to fail. And a little bit before we discovered the
air bag light came on and that if we had a wreck they would not deploy learned from mechanic
who clipped the wire and the light went off, still no airbag. I discovered GM had a recall on

impalas for airbag failure and for some reason mine was not covered. Around , miles I started
having cooling problems. The car has , miles on it now so this is what happened between then
and now. First i replaced the radiator. Went good for about a year. Well in the latter of 09 it ran
hot so i replaced the radiator again and changed out the hoses. Around March it started again. I
replaced the sensor as well as fan relays because one wasn't working. All was good until about
2 weeks ago. I decided to finally change out the thermostat. Worked good for bout a week and it
put me back down. Now I have noticed a little sludge around the bottom of the radiator cap, my
grandfather says it is time for another head gasket because mine sounds blown. Also when it
does run hot i can always hear steam shooting but can't spot where. My air conditioner started
blowing hot air out about 2 weeks ago too. I can't believe that a standard coolant flush would
have caused such issues. I had this gunky coolant in my radiator and the oil change place told
me I needed to flush the stuff out and change it. Boy, that was the start of the headache. I
noticed my car overheating on my way home from work that night. I commute 11 miles each
way. I had to pull off of the highway and fill the coolant reservoir. Anyways, I ended up going to
a place that specialized in radiator issues and they found the problem. My car has a lot of miles,
but if the intake manifold gasket is crap, GM should make a better part. No other car I have had,
has had this issue ever. It was expensive and inconvenient. It took the shop two days to get all
of the gunk out of my cooling system. I took my car in for an oil change and car wash one day
and was horrified to find out that I had oil in my cooling system This P. S engine has cost me
more than it was ever worth!! I was told that this was because there is a blown head gasket in
the engine. It seemed odd at first till I looked on here and found the s and s of complaints about
this same damn engine!!! If anyone has any suggestions on how to fix this problem or what to
do with this please let me know. My car was overheating, and was told to remove the
thermostat. Car continued to overheat, and due to engine light being on, was diagnosed that the
cooling fans were bad and needed to be replaced. It was also blowing the fuses. I have replaced
the cooling fans, and it seemed to fix the problem for awhile, but now car is overheating again 2
mths later!!! Now Im told the cooling fan relay switch is defective I jsut hope this fixes the
problem. My Chevrolet Impala overheated really quick. I was stranded on the side of the
highway. I was pist. The tempature gauge went from cold to hot really quick. I waited a little bit
and drove home 5 minutes at a time until I finally got home. I replaced the thermostat. Still
overheated. I replaced the cooling fans and the radiator. I was told it was the water pump for
sure. I replaced it. It still overheated. I went all out and I had a head job done with all new
gaskets and remachined heads. I just took it for a drive. It still does the exact same thing. I am
fking going crazy. I about to set it on fire! Before I burn it, does anybody know what in the hell is
wrong with this POS??? Once it's on red I have to park my car as soon as possible because it
starts to lose power, and then I have wait for 10 minutes until car is cold again. This all happens
the first 15 minutes of driving the car. The mechanic replaced the water, and now it does not go
all the way up to deg. It only goes to , so it is still bad. In less than a year. My husband heard
that it might have something to do with the 'pressure' in the radiator that is destroying the seals
on the heater coil. He bought a new cap for the radiator, and now more problem. I'm writing this
in , and I'm still only on my 4th heater coil. Sometimes I still can smell the odor of radiator fluid
On our third heater coil. It exploded again. I now drive around without any carpeting, as we're
tired of cleaning coolant out of the carpet. I now have a towel, as it's winter and I often have
snow and salt on my shoes. I'm sure the metal floor would disintegrates if pushed any further.
Load ride without carpet, by the way. Second heater coil began leaking and exploded contents
of radiator onto driver and passenger floor area. Auto Zone replaced, as it was a new coil
bought a few months earlier. By the way, replacing the heater coil in this model is a bitch. You
have to remove the front panel on the interior of the car, the seats, etc You really do have to
remove the panel to 'replace' the heater coil. On our way back from our first anniversary, my car
started overheating. The heater coil exploded and hot coolant spilled onto the passenger and
driver's side floor area. We're talking the entire contents. We first noticed the 'smell' of coolant a
few weeks before, and about a week before the 'explosion' the carpet was 'slippery' from to
coolant. After the heater coil exploded, my husband replaced it with another. I got back from my
second tour in Iraq with the Marine Corps and wanted to get a classic car. I live in NJ and need
to commute to the Philadelphia VA hospital for rehabilitation every week and I even had to quit a
job because of this frickin car. I call the Impala "the Mystery Machine". It has been repaired 6
times since September and towed almost 3 times. Let's begin First, when I bought it I was
informed that the "low coolant" yellow light would sometimes blink but they checked it out and
nothing was wrong my dad's buddy's car. When I test drove it the "trunk open" light activated,
but I was told it was no big deal. Soon the airbag light activated and de-activated still until now,
and it has continued to the point where the f-ing things dings so much to tell me "low tire
pressure", "change oil", "check engine", "security". Eventually weeks later the fan would kick

on, power would be lost, so on until I finally broke down on the turnpike and it overheated even
though I just put coolant in it and checked it i drive with it. I was towed and repaired.
Thermostat, sensor, intake gaskets were repaired. Drove it off. I take it back, new o-rings and
water pump, coolant flushed and checked for leaks. Drive it off and weeks later same, took it do
my buddies shop, and he has replaced the thermostat, o-rings, checked for leaks, pressure
tested, etc. It used to act up on trips close to an hour, now I can barely ride 15 minutes,
sometimes I lose power for a bit, sometimes it will go down, its cursed. Its 20 damn degrees
outside and when I pop the hood no steam is coming from anywhere and it has coolant. Air
pockets are constantly found in my coolant-radiator hoses. I'm getting desperate here I'm
waiting to be driving one day and this thing detonates on Sometimes when I park it I wish it
would spontaneously combust and burn to the ground so I can get my money back. Took car in
for a routing oil change, asked them to check coolant system because car had been leaking a
bit of coolant, nothing major at this point about a gallon of coolant every few weeks to a month.
This car really irks me. I recently brought my car from a used car lot about six months ago. This
summer and fall my car was fine, I had no problems at all. This all changed very quickly when
the seasons changed and the temperature dropped. Now that it is winter my car has been
overheating everyday. The problem made itself known to me one day while I was driving and my
"hot coolant temp" indicator lighter came on and my car cut off. I have had three other cars
mainly foreign made in the past and have never had this problem. So I had my car checked by
the closest gas station and they told me that my coolant was low and that it was not a problem.
So they added Dex-Cool to my car and I was on my way. My car drove fine for like a week maybe
two. Then the light comes back on and I just add more Dex-Cool and thought it would be fine.
No No No. Two weeks later I am adding Dex-Cool like twice a week and my car is smoking. So
when he tells me its common, I decide to Google "impala coolant leak problems" and this is like
the first page to come up. I read through the complaints and saw that this is a little to common. I
think that Chevy should pay for repairs cost for this problem. I would love to be added to the
class action suit, please sign me up. Bought the car from a used dealership. A week later
noticed the Low Coolant warning was on. I went and got a tune-up but noticed that afterwards
the Low coolant warning was still on. I checked the cooling system to see if there was sufficient
coolant and there was so I thought it was just a malfunction on the warning light. A month later I
noticed a small leak from the radiator. I used some of that Bar's Leak to stop the leakage. That
worked for about a week till it seemed that it got worse and it started leaking profusely. I kept on
having to buy bottles of coolant to pour in it, till my engine started overheating. It turned out
that I had a radiator leak, I don't know from what, and the mech said I might blew a head gasket.
I had this car six months and I'm very disappointed if it's the heads because it overheated once,
and the steam was coming from the radiator and hose not from the engine. I'm just keeping my
fingers crossed, that it's not the heads because the estimated repair costs is in the thousands.
I'm willing to participate in a class action lawsuit since this is the second GM vehicle engine
overheating problem I've had that has cost me thousands in repairs. Word of advice.. Buy
foreign cars!!! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 15
reports replace intake manifold gasket that was worn from dexcool product 2 reports contact
gm 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Impala problem yet.
Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter
your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Filter Results. New
Search Filter Results 2. Latest Offers First. Search for Che
2016 ford f250 backup camera wiring diagram
stereo system at walmart
2005 dodge grand caravan oil
vrolet Impala in your location. Please enter your ZIP code. Contact For Price. Mckinsey Motor
Company. Warsaw Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram. Charles Chrysler Dodge Jeep. Vaughn
Chrysler-Jeep-Dodge, Inc. Wimberley Ford, Inc. Andy Mohr Ford. Vogler Motor Company Inc.
SCA Auction. Mike Smith Honda. Mister Tommy's Motors. Chevrolet Impala By Trim. Popular
Searches. Chevrolet Impala With A 2. Chevrolet Impala With A 3. Chevrolet Impala With A 5.
Chevrolet Impala 6 cylinder For Sale. Chevrolet Impala V6 For Sale. Chevrolet Impala V8 For
Sale. White Chevrolet Impala For Sale. Red Chevrolet Impala For Sale. Silver Chevrolet Impala
For Sale. Black Chevrolet Impala For Sale. Blue Chevrolet Impala For Sale. Green Chevrolet
Impala For Sale. Gray Chevrolet Impala For Sale. Similar Cars. Other Chevrolet Models. Login
Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. Chevrolet Impala Premier Sedan.
Chevrolet Impala LS Sedan. Chevrolet Impala LT Sedan. Chevrolet Impala SS Sedan. Chevrolet

Impala Sedan.

